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Children can use the cute and colorful reusable stickers to learn their ABCs. With plenty of familiar

choices for each letter such as an apple, blocks, flowers, a heart, and a strawberry, learning is fun

from A to Z!
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I LOVE these sticker books! They are really awesome! I bought the counting one for our 2 year old

as a "sacrificial" book for car travel. These are above her level. BUT, they are 3-4 dollars a piece

and are wipe clean. SO, my thought is once she has worn these out with sticker use, we can

perhaps use the books with a dry erase marker and do things in them. Even if you think that is a

really stupid idea, they are not very expensive to begin with. If you have a 3-4 year old I am sure

they will get a lot more academic use out of them.The photos show the sticker sheets and a sample

page of the book. I would love a helpful vote if this review helps you!

Only 26 stickers (one per letter) and the rest of the items next to each letter are just pictures (no

matching sticker). This frustrated my child, who kept asking where the stickers were for the other

pictures. With so few stickers, this book only held our interest for a day or two. Child was not

interested in removing stickers and putting them back on - there was nowhere else to put them other



than next to their assigned letter, so being reusable was not a selling point after all. Greatly prefer

the Roger Priddy books (Sticker Activity Fun series) - MANY more stickers and coloring pages.

I absolutely LOVE These sticker/activity books for my two year old. I have ordered three of them

(busy day, ABC, and 123) and the quality of the book is amazing. The pages are sturdy, and wipe

clean if you choose to use a dry erase marker (for teaching) and the stickers are designed with very

cute and bright illustrations. This has been a wonderful learning tool. I keep one in my diaper bag for

when we are in a waiting room, or at a restaurant and if really keeps her entertained. This product is

highly recommended!

The graphics are great and it was a great size for airplane travel. However, some of the stickers

ripped on the very first use. The quality was disappointing as I hoped more than one child could use

this book.

This was smaller than I expected with only 2 pages of stickers but I love that it has glossy pages

that can be wiped clean or you can reuse the stickers. I think its a fun little book to use with my kids.

If you can keep the stickers in the book and not on the coffee table, it can be used multiple times; so

its not just a one and done kind of sticker book.I hope this helps others, my kids love it, i'm sure

others will too.

Lots of fun! Perfect for two-year-olds.

Gave away as gift, kid loved it

My 2 year old loves stickers and LOVES this book! She almost has learned her ABCs in a week!
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